AGENDA
University Affairs Committee
September 28, 2023

I. Approval of Minutes – April 27, 2023  Action

II. Operational Metrics  Information Only

III. Opportunity in a Time of Great Change  Information
   a. Artificial Intelligence
   b. Student Mental Health
   c. Regional Transformation – RISE 29
AGENDA ITEM

I. Approval of Minutes – April 27, 2023

Situation: Approval of the minutes from the April 27, 2023 committee meeting is required.

Background:

Assessment:

Action: This item requires a vote by the committee.
The University Affairs Committee met in regular session. Trustees Fussell, Bonnett, Fanning and Smith were in attendance. A quorum was established.

The committee approved the minutes of the February 2, 2023 meeting.

Provost Coger offered to answer any questions about the University Affairs operational metrics that were included in board materials.

Trustee Ryan Bonnett made a motion to approve the conferral of degrees for eligible candidates for the annual spring commencement exercises as presented in board materials. The committee voted to approve the conferral of degrees and forward this item for consideration by the full board.

Dr. Coger called upon Dr. Sharon Paynter (REDE) to explain a little about how centers and institutes are reviewed, including what factors are evaluated and considered in instances of disestablishment such as the CNHR in this case. Provost Coger asked the committee to concur with the recommendation of the ECU Center and Institute Review Committee and to approve the disestablishment of the Center for Natural Hazards Research (CNHR) at ECU, for consideration by the full Board via the consent agenda. Trustee Ryan Bonnet moved for the committee to approve the disestablishment of the Center for Natural Hazards Research and to include this item on the full board consent agenda. The item was approved by committee.

Provost Coger requested of the committee approve the completion of the renewal process for continuing the partnership between Pitt County Schools and East Carolina University. Ryan Bonnet moved for the committee to approve the renewal of the IECHS and partnership between Pitt County Schools and ECU for consideration by the full Board via the consent agenda and the motion was approved by committee.

Provost Coger asked the committee to approve a policy as drafted to formalize the admissions appeal committee makeup. She described this committee is utilized (in the case of an appeal decision) and how important it is to have a broad range of perspectives, including faculty, on the committee. Trustee Ryan Bonnet moved the committee approve the policy and forwarded the item to the full Board via the consent agenda. The motion was approved by committee.

Provost Coger introduced a presentation about Student Wrap Around Services. She opened her presentation by mentioning the 6th annual Pirate Entrepreneurship Challenge, describing a little about the challenge itself and celebrating all the teams, especially the winners, briefly describing their winning ideas. Dr. Coger continued by explaining to the committee the idea of “Wrap Around Services.” She outlined the metrics that dictate ECU’s state budget, pointing out that many of those metrics are directly affected by any student’s success at ECU, and how the services in today’s presentation play a part in allowing a student to progress in their degree. She provided a graphic with brief descriptions of each area with a speaker presenting to the committee on their student services.

Disability Support Services
Stephen Gray spoke to the committee about Disability Support Services at ECU and their duty to provide access to support student success. He described DSS’s mission, provided information about the office functions and the population they serve (3,200 students), and shared information about the increase in demand for DSS services, particularly in the area of psychiatric services as we emerge from the pandemic. Mr. Gray also described the different approaches to accommodations provided to students. ECU is the first
institution in the UNC system to have two disability testing support centers (Main and Health Sciences Campus Testing Centers).

Destiny Brockington is a senior at ECU who has worked with the DSS team over her time at ECU and has interned with DSS this year in support of her major at ECU. She noted that she utilizes the RAAP accommodation through DSS and that her internship was geared toward similar student services, including coaching.

A video was shown to the committee sharing the story of a second student, Kuldeep Patel, who has utilized DSS services, including interpreting and testing accommodations.

STEPP Program
Sarah Williams joined the committee and noted that she last met with this group as STEPP was just getting started, and that the program celebrated their 15 year anniversary last year. She described a little about the program and noted the partnerships across divisions at ECU that support it (Academic Affairs, Student Affairs and Advancement, etc.). Dr. Williams shared statistics about student GPAs and grades in the program and the successful retention of those students. A STEPP pride point is that other organizations have adopted the transition curriculum provided by the program. College STAR was also described, including ECU's leadership role in development of that initiative, which resulted in a multi-campus student support network. Dr. Williams noted that ECU PASC has been recognized on a national level as a leader in support for students with learning differences. 55-60 students are in the program at any given time.

PASS Clinic – Health Psychology
Debbie Thurneck is the director for the PASS Clinic (Psychological Assessment and Specialty Services). PASS is a training clinic for doctoral students learning to be psychologists and clinicians and also focuses on community service. PASS supports the academic mission of both academic concentrations (Clinical Health and Pediatric School). Dr. Thurneck briefly mentioned faculty services and described some statistics comparing need for services prior to COVID and since COVID, noting especially shortages for mental health care providers in ENC (and much of the country). Dr. Thurneck described the fee structure to demonstrate the ways in which PASS is able to support training for students and to serve the needs in its population for very little cost compared to private sector rates. PASS is looking to expand into a new clinic location with the support from the board for legislative monies.

The committee then went into closed session to consider several personnel related items.

Upon resumption of open session, the committee meeting was adjourned at 3:28 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Madeleine Griffith, Office of the Provost
AGENDA ITEM

II. University Affairs Operational Metrics ................................................................................. Dr. Robin Coger
    Provost & Senior Vice Chancellor
    for Academic Affairs

Situation: Presentation of the metrics monitored by the University Affairs Committee.

Background:

Assessment:

Action: This item is for information only.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPI Measurement</th>
<th>Prior Year</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Freshmen Applications</td>
<td>24,364</td>
<td>24,607</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Plan</td>
<td>25,522</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,715</td>
<td>4,051</td>
<td>4,264</td>
<td>4,497</td>
<td>1,211</td>
<td>13,317</td>
<td>18,478</td>
<td>19,398</td>
<td>22,129</td>
<td>25,450</td>
<td>25,314</td>
<td>25,382</td>
<td>25,522</td>
<td>24,607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Freshmen Enrollment Deposits</td>
<td>4,502</td>
<td>4,547</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of enrollment deposits paid by new freshmen.</td>
<td>Monthly Plan</td>
<td>4,547</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>1,694</td>
<td>2,288</td>
<td>2,824</td>
<td>3,406</td>
<td>4,097</td>
<td>4,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Plan</td>
<td>4,547</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>1,694</td>
<td>2,288</td>
<td>2,824</td>
<td>3,406</td>
<td>4,097</td>
<td>4,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Transfer Applications</td>
<td>2,903</td>
<td>2,938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transfer applications submitted.</td>
<td>Monthly Plan</td>
<td>2,938</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Plan</td>
<td>2,938</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
<td>2,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Graduate Admits</td>
<td>1,873</td>
<td>1,854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new graduate admits.</td>
<td>Monthly Plan</td>
<td>1,854</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>1,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Plan</td>
<td>1,854</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>1,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundable Students Credit Hours</td>
<td>563,499</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fundable student credit hours for the calendar year.</td>
<td>Monthly Plan</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>20,658</td>
<td>9,862</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>135,299</td>
<td>129,691</td>
<td>25,995</td>
<td>14,757</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td>557,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Plan</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>20,658</td>
<td>9,862</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>135,299</td>
<td>129,691</td>
<td>25,995</td>
<td>14,757</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td>557,864</td>
<td>557,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YTD +/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Enrollment</td>
<td>25,118</td>
<td>24,866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of registered students.</td>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>24,866</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsored Awards</td>
<td>$85,084,146</td>
<td>$73,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsored awards, excluding ECU and SoFM</td>
<td>$81,079,042</td>
<td>$69,634,064</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Awards</td>
<td>$40,967,400</td>
<td>$36,500,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research awards</td>
<td>$36,662,046</td>
<td>$32,380,523</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFA Awards</td>
<td>$12,103,062</td>
<td>$17,500,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of direct cost of sponsor awards awarded</td>
<td>$7,500,000</td>
<td>$6,250,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Contract Commitments</td>
<td>3,715</td>
<td>3,752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On camppus housing commitment was</td>
<td>3,752</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling Center Visits</td>
<td>6,807</td>
<td>7,305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Visits</td>
<td>7,352</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Counseling Visits</td>
<td>6,807</td>
<td>7,305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Visits</td>
<td>9,085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AGENDA ITEM

A-1. Opportunities in A Time of Great Change.................................................................Robin Coger, Provost
Brandon Frye, VC of
Student Affairs
Sharon Paynter,
Acting Chief Research
& Engagement Officer

Situation: ECU’s students, faculty, and staff are navigating all the challenges of society, higher education, and the political landscape, while also striving to achieve in their respective University roles. While adaptation is healthy in any industry, multiple forces are currently impinging on higher education at an intensity that requires rapid changes.

Background: Over the last two decades, higher education has responded to multiple forces that continue to shift the norms of this industry – e.g., online education, the evolving needs of the 21st century workforce, competition from mega-online models, new technologies, shifts in learner demographics and their expectations, etc. The result is that higher education continues to increase its pace of change while simultaneously navigating significant changes in the behaviors of its employees, students, and partners.

Assessment: In this session we focus on 3 current challenges facing universities, and show the opportunities being realized or imagined at ECU as we navigate through them. More specifically, Generative AI, Mental Health, and Regional Transformation will be discussed from the lens of East Carolina University. Presenters will highlight key facts associated with each topic and share ECU’s responses and expectations for how each will shape actions in the future.

Action: This item is for information only.
Since the release of OpenAI’s generative AI tool ChatGPT in November, investor interest in generative AI technology has surged. The disruptive potential of this technology, and whether the hype around it—and market pricing—has gone too far, is Top of Mind. We speak with Conviction’s Sarah Guo, NYU’s Gary Marcus, and GS GIR’s US software and internet analysts Kash Rangan and Eric Sheridan about what the technology can—and can’t—do at this stage. GS economists then assess the technology’s potentially large impact on productivity and growth, which our equity strategists estimate could translate into significant upside for US equities over the medium-to-longer term, though our strategists also warn that past productivity booms have resulted in equity bubbles that ultimately burst. We also discuss where the most compelling investment opportunities in the AI space may lie today, and the near-term risks investors should most watch out for.

"We’re entering the era of what I think of as “Software 3.0”… companies don’t need to collect nearly as much training data, which suddenly makes the technology much more useful, accessible, and less expensive."

-Sarah Guo

The intelligence of AI systems is being overhyped… those who believe artificial general intelligence (AGI) is imminent are almost certainly wrong.

-Gary Marcus

AI probably isn’t in a hype cycle… this technology cycle isn’t being led by upstarts, which makes it less likely to fizzle out or take a long time to get going.

-Kash Rangan

The vast majority of the companies that have outperformed the broader market over the last several months on the AI theme are still trading at relatively reasonable multiples to GAAP EPS.

-Eric Sheridan
Macro news and views

We provide a brief snapshot on the most important economies for the global markets

### US

**Latest GS proprietary datapoints/major changes in views**
- We recently raised our Fed terminal rate forecast to 5.25-5.5% (added a 25bp hike, most likely in July) given our above-consensus growth forecast and signals from Fed officials.
- We recently lowered our 12m recession odds to 25% given the passing of debt limit tail risk and our increased confidence of only a modest GDP drag from tighter bank lending.
- We recently lowered our Dec 2023 core PCE inflation forecast to 3.5% (yoy, from 3.7%) given our expectation of renewed declines in inflation this summer and beyond.

**Datapoints/trends we’re focused on**
- US labor market; we estimate that labor market tightness will only ease to pre-pandemic levels in early 2024.

#### Receding US recession risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>12m ahead recession probability, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bloomberg, Goldman Sachs GIR.

### Japan

**Latest GS proprietary datapoints/major changes in views**
- We recently raised our FY23 New Core CPI inflation forecast to 3.8% (from 3.6%) reflecting our updated FX assumptions.

**Datapoints/trends we’re focused on**
- BoJ policy; we continue to expect a yield curve control (YCC) adjustment in July, with a shortening of the target maturity to five years from 10 as the most likely outcome.
- Japanese wage growth; higher wage growth could yield more sustainable and stronger wage-price dynamics, but a divergent wage-price spiral is unlikely, in our view.
- Japanese consumer sentiment, which has risen sharply.

### Europe

**Latest GS proprietary datapoints/major changes in views**
- We recently raised our ECB terminal rate forecast to 4% (added a 25bp hike in Sept) given updated ECB inflation projections and no talk of a “pause” at the June meeting.
- We recently raised our BoE forecast for August and now expect a 50bp hike (vs. 25bp before) after the BoE’s 50bp hike in June, which we believe signals more concern around UK inflation and a shift in the BoE’s reaction function. We expect a final 25bp hike in September for a terminal rate of 5.75% (vs. 5.5% before).

**Datapoints/trends we’re focused on**
- UK wage core inflation, which we expect to fall to 3.7% yoy by YE.

### Emerging Markets (EM)

**Latest GS proprietary datapoints/major changes in views**
- We recently lowered our 2023 China real GDP growth forecast to 5.4% (from 6%) on persistent growth headwinds (property slowdown and lack of consumer confidence in particular) and constrained policy responses.
- We recently raised our CY23 India real GDP growth forecast to 6.4% (from 6%) on a net export boost.

**Datapoints/trends we’re focused on**
- China property sector; with no “easy fix”, ongoing property weakness will likely be a multi-year growth drag for China.
- EM cutting cycle, which may be approaching, with LatAm likely leading the way, even as most DM central banks continue hiking.

**China property sector likely a multi-year growth drag**

**Housing contribution to yoy GDP growth, pp yoy**

Source: Haver Analytics, Goldman Sachs GIR.

---

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
Generative AI: hype, or truly transformative?

OpenAI’s November release of ChatGPT—a generative artificial intelligence (AI) tool that creates content using natural language prompts—followed by AI chipmaker Nvidia’s substantial upward revision to revenue guidance in its Q1 earnings report, has triggered a surge in investor interest in generative AI technology. Indeed, Nvidia’s share price has risen over 30% since the revision, and the handful of large tech companies building the foundational large language models (LLMs) at the heart of generative AI have substantially outperformed the broader market. But has the AI hype gone too far? The disruptive potential of generative AI technology—and whether it warrants the current investor enthusiasm—is Top of Mind.

We first explore what’s differentiating about generative AI technology that’s captured investors’ attention. GS US software analyst Kash Rangan explains that the technology’s ability to create new content in the form of text, image, video, audio, and code, and to do so via natural language rather than programming language, are its key transformative features.

Sarah Guo, Founder of AI-focused venture capital firm Conviction, further explains that whereas prior iterations of AI technology required humans to write deterministic code to perform specific tasks (“Software 1.0”) or the painstaking collecting of training data to train a neural network for a specific task (“Software 2.0”), the now wide availability of foundational models (via open source or APIs), which have natural language capabilities, reasoning, and general knowledge of the world, has reduced the onus on companies to collect training data, ushering in an era of “Software 3.0” in which companies can leverage these “out of the box” capabilities much more easily and inexpensively to transform or enhance their businesses.

Generative AI’s transformative potential has already begun to translate into reality. Developer productivity in some cases has increased ~15-20% by employing generative AI tools, says Rangan. And as their use becomes more pervasive, Guo sees a range of future applications, especially as traditional service markets, including legal, data analytics, illustration, and voice and video generation, are increasingly served by AI. What has reduced the onus on companies to collect training data, is a key transformative feature.

According to GS senior global economist Joseph Briggs, that transformative potential could have far-reaching macro consequences. He estimates that its use could raise annual labor productivity growth by around 1.5-2% over a 10-year period following widespread adoption in the US and other DM economies, and eventually raise annual global GDP by 7%. And GS US equity strategists Ryan Hammond and David Kostin argue that such a productivity lift could turn what has up to now been a relatively narrow AI-led US equity rally into a much broader one over the medium-to-longer term, boosting S&P 500 fair value by an eye-popping 9% from current levels.

But even if AI technology ultimately proves transformative, has the hype around what the technology can actually deliver—and what the market is pricing—gone too far at this point? When it comes to the intelligence of AI systems today, Gary Marcus, Professor Emeritus of Psychology and Neural Science at New York University, believes the answer is “yes”. He clarifies that the oft-touted neural networks of current AI tools function nothing like the neural networks of human brains; while AI machines can perform reflexive statistical analysis, they have little to no capacity for deliberate reasoning. And while these machines can learn, this learning largely revolves around the statistics of words and proper responses to prompts; they are not learning abstract concepts and, unlike humans, have no internal model that allows them to understand the world around them. Artificial general intelligence (AGI), Marcus says, will probably be achieved eventually, but we are very far from it today, and no amount of investment is likely to change that.

And when it comes to markets, GS market strategists Dominic Wilson and Vickie Chang point out that during past innovation-led productivity booms like those following the widespread adoption of electricity (1919-1929) and PCs and the internet (1996-2005), sharp increases in equity prices and valuations became bubbles that ultimately burst.

Even today, Guo sees some areas of mispricing in the private markets as a large cohort of investors anchors to the same investment heuristics while they gain a deeper understanding of the space. And she warns that misjudging the timing of such transformative shifts is a common pitfall in investing. That said, as an early-stage investor, she is a bit less focused on valuation than on choosing markets, products, and entrepreneurs that she believes have meaningful upside.

GS US internet analyst Eric Sheridan, for his part, is somewhat comforted by the fact that the vast majority of companies that have recently outperformed on the AI theme are still trading at relatively reasonable multiples to GAAP EPS. And Rangan makes the case that unlike other large technology cycles—such as the shift from distributed systems to cloud computing—where objections from established players slowed adoption, the most powerful technology companies in the world are driving this shift, so AI probably isn’t in a hype cycle.

So where are the most compelling AI investing opportunities today? Rangan and Sheridan argue that the large tech companies which have funding the foundational AI models, as well as the “picks and shovels” businesses serving the space—semiconductor companies, cloud computing hyperscalers, and infrastructure companies—are well positioned to capture gains during the current “build” phase. Guo agrees, but also sees opportunities across the stack, and is most excited about the application layer that the broader investor base seems less sure about today.

Finally, what risks should investors most watch out for? Sheridan is closely monitoring the prospect of changed consumer computing habits, which could upend existing business models. Guo warns that discerning between AI marketing and AI reality amid the current enthusiasm could prove difficult. And Rangan worries that the more pervasive the technology becomes, the less valuable it might be.
Interview with Sarah Guo

Sarah Guo is Founder of Conviction, an AI-focused venture capital firm. Previously, she was a General Partner at Greylock. Below, she argues that AI progress is ushering in a technological paradigm shift that presents a rich investment opportunity set, especially as software engineering undergoes a transformation to “Software 3.0” and the realm of traditional services is increasingly served by AI. But Guo also warns about the risks of investors misjudging the timetable of such a large technology shift, as well as the difficulty of distinguishing between AI marketing and AI reality.

The views stated herein are those of the interviewee and do not necessarily reflect those of Goldman Sachs.

**Allison Nathan**: You have been a long-time investor in artificial intelligence (AI). What’s attracted you to the space?

**Sarah Guo**: As a technologist, it’s hard not to be interested in AI. But from an investor perspective, I began paying attention to AI early in my time at Greylock, my former investing firm, because machine learning (ML) drove so many of the businesses we know and love as consumers—Google, Meta, Uber, Instagram, LinkedIn, TikTok. Those are all algorithmic businesses that leverage ML for recommendations, pricing ads and services, and detecting spam and fraud, among many other applications. Seeing how important the previous generation of ML was for those businesses naturally led to exploring how these classical ML approaches could be applied in other domains. An obvious one was the cybersecurity space, with companies such as Awake, Abnormal, or Obsidian Security, because the goal there is often to find signal from noise. We also identified opportunities in areas like call centers, as well as completely new use cases such as self-driving cars and delivery robotics. And as we anticipated that companies beyond the internet giants would want to leverage these ML capabilities, that led to seeking opportunities in picks and shovels like next-gen developer tools and infrastructure.

In addition, architectural advancements in AI over the past decade in academic and industrial labs—i.e. convolutional neural networks (CNNs), generative adversarial networks (GANs), reinforcement learning (RL), etc.—were incredibly compelling. In particular, scaled-up transformers-based models have shown to be shockingly capable and very general. The research acceleration over the past five years solidified my conviction that developments in AI are ushering in a paradigm shift—certainly the biggest technology shift that I’ll see in my investing career—with the vast majority of investment opportunities still ahead of us. We’re in the first inning.

**Allison Nathan**: What’s differentiating about generative AI technology that it’s receiving so much focus today vs. previous developments in AI?

**Sarah Guo**: Recent progress in AI isn’t just more of the same. These new more general and more powerful capabilities expand the relevant scope for ML and enable very different product user experiences. Prior to ML, we had “Software 1.0”—deterministic code written by humans, function by function, to perform one task at a time. In 2017, Andrej Karpathy, the technologist that led the autopilot team at Tesla, coined the term “Software 2.0” to describe ML-driven software development, where the main work was no longer actually writing the software, but collecting training data to train a neural network for a specific task. However, the traditional ML development cycle of labeled data collection and engineering to achieve individual tasks at an acceptable level of quality is very labor-intensive and expensive, which has been an impediment to its widespread adoption.

Today, we’re entering the era of what I think of as “Software 3.0,” in which many capabilities are available “out of the box” with a foundational model either available in open source or offered via an API. These “base models” have natural language capabilities, reasoning, and general knowledge of the world. In this paradigm, companies don’t need to collect nearly as much training data, which suddenly makes the technology much more useful, accessible, and less expensive. Any company that chooses to invest in AI can now invest in adapting these models to enhance or transform their businesses.

**Allison Nathan**: Even if generative AI is very promising, is the current hype overstating the technology’s capabilities?

**Sarah Guo**: Misjudging the timetable of large technology shifts is a common pitfall in investing. I am all-in on a fundamental bet that this shift will drive substantial value creation, but this is a decade+ transition. In the meantime, areas of mispricing have certainly surfaced. In the private markets, a large cohort of investors is trying to figure out how to gain exposure to this technology, or at least how to think about the risk profile around it. And while they’re developing a deeper understanding of the space, the tendency has been to anchor to investments with more obvious heuristics. For example, many investors seem to be assessing startups based on whether the people leading them are former researchers at OpenAI or DeepMind, because that’s a much easier question to answer than whether a particular product or research thesis will be successful. Similarly, because databases are a known and well-understood category of software, vector databases are receiving substantial investor attention.

That said, I am already seeing some investors becoming more skeptical because most enterprises haven’t yet adopted generative AI, but this seems short-sighted. Remember that ChatGPT only launched in November; the average enterprise planning and execution cycle tends to be longer than six months. So, investors will need to be patient. As with the internet, mobile, and cloud, some winners emerged immediately, but others only emerged a decade later;
discovering the use cases and building great software takes time and entrepreneurial ingenuity. You wouldn’t have wanted to stop your internet investing with Napster.

**Allison Nathan: But do the high valuations in the space today concern you/give you pause?**

**Sarah Guo:** The recent lessons across all stages of the technology markets should not be lost on investors. All companies are eventually valued on a multiple of cash flows. But as an early-stage investor, within some bounds, we can be less focused on valuation and more focused on choosing markets and entrepreneurs to identify breakout winners.

**Allison Nathan: So where are the most compelling investment opportunities in the space today?**

**Sarah Guo:** We’re investing full-stack. First, we have picks and shovels investments; infrastructure, data infrastructure, and engineering workflows are being reimagined. Demand for Nvidia GPU capacity is insatiable, but cloud management and delivery of GPU clusters is still quite immature, and lags significantly behind CPUs. We are investing in making AI infrastructure friendlier to enterprises and application development easier.

And then there are the models themselves. Some of that business will remain centered in the very large labs: OpenAI, Google, DeepMind, Anthropic, etc. But big model opportunities remain, for example in actions/agents, image, voice, video, and robotics. We are particularly excited for the democratization of software development through better code models. Generally, open-source language models are becoming increasingly capable, and that will likely continue to be the case, in part due to contributions from large companies like Meta. So, a range of model providers will exist. Leveraging these models against company- or consumer-specific data is nontrivial, so there are large opportunities around intelligently labeling data, data management for AI applications, and better understanding and orchestrating these models.

The opportunity I’m actually most excited about is the application layer. Many investors are unsure about this layer, believing a narrative that all the value is in the model training itself, but there’s a huge amount of creativity and work in getting non-deterministic models to work in production use cases. Both startups and incumbent application companies will leverage these capabilities across many areas: everything from observability to security to customer relationship management (CRM) and to markets that were traditionally services, including security services, legal, data analytics work, illustration, and voice and video generation, that now can begin to be served by more software. We’re excited about the democratization effect that AI brings, and expect its second-order effects to become investable, too.

**Allison Nathan: Do incumbents have an advantage here?**

**Sarah Guo:** Within the broad opportunity set, incumbents certainly have some advantages—their distribution and data—and so there will no doubt be huge incumbent winners. But incumbent advantages aren’t always as valuable as they may seem. For example, we are invested in a stealth AI security company aiming to automate a labor-intensive part of the cybersecurity workflow in enterprises today. The company needed a certain set of training data to “fine-tune” or customize its models and initially sought to partner with an incumbent that possessed the data. But no incumbent had collected the data in a form useful for training the model. So, while some extremely valuable data is sitting at incumbents today, some just doesn’t exist yet, and it will be a free-for-all to figure out how to efficiently collect it.

All told, these companies are competing on the many dimensions of building a software business, and I don’t think that AI fundamentally swings in favor of incumbents or startups. My personal bias is that early-stage investing is the best place to be gaining exposure to this technology right now, partly because the space is quite young, so pure-play public opportunities don’t exist just yet. But the dislocation is a huge opportunity for any investor that can distinguish signal from noise, be that in public or private markets.

**Allison Nathan: What are the biggest risks to the AI investment opportunity today?**

**Sarah Guo:** Distinguishing between AI marketing and AI reality will be hard work for investors. This is a highly technical field, and the state of the art changes every week. The rapid leadership commitment from public companies to the AI trend has been extraordinary, but painting your earnings calls and company statements with AI marketing isn’t going to do much good if it doesn’t translate into margin improvement, better products, and new revenue. Resourcing AI efforts, as well as dealing with the innovator’s dilemma that AI automation could displace a significant amount of human work or reduce the cost of offerings, is complicated territory for public companies.

It is hard for large companies to make dramatic changes fast, but that’s what this shift requires. Enterprises are needing to disrupt themselves, grapple with privacy and data use concerns, rapidly staff up AI product teams, and think creatively about pricing and packaging of new offerings. Amid such rapid change, companies cannot build everything from scratch, and choosing the right partners will be a strategic advantage.

**Allison Nathan: How should investors navigate this risk?**

**Sarah Guo:** My advice to investors is to focus on choice of technical partners, concrete plans, and outcomes. When AI products account for a significant share of incremental revenue, it’s hard to argue with that performance. Or, in consumer businesses, if the metrics investors typically use to assess a company’s performance—engagement, transactions, ad inventory, etc.—materially improve after introducing a new AI product, that’s what you want to see.

Another significant risk is public and regulatory backlash against AI technology due to concerns around abuse of these technologies in the areas of bias, disinformation, cybersecurity, etc. Just like the internet, general tools like generative AI can be used for good and for bad, so investment in risk mitigation must occur alongside investment in innovation. But given the important advances in critical areas like science, education, and healthcare that this technology could enable, it would be a shame if we ended up regulating the industry to a halt before the technology has had a chance to really deliver on its immense potential.
Gary Marcus is Professor Emeritus of Psychology and Neural Science at New York University. He has done extensive research on artificial intelligence (AI), including in his latest book, *Rebooting AI: Building Artificial Intelligence We Can Trust*. Below, he argues that the intelligence of AI systems is being overhyped and, while we could get there eventually, we are currently nowhere near achieving artificial general intelligence (AGI).

The views stated herein are those of the interviewee and do not necessarily reflect those of Goldman Sachs.

**Jenny Grimberg:** How do generative artificial intelligence (AI) tools actually work today?

**Gary Marcus:** At the core of all current generative AI tools is basically an autocomplete function that has been trained on a substantial portion of the internet. These tools possess no understanding of the world, so they’ve been known to hallucinate, or make up false statements. The tools excel at largely predictable tasks like writing code, but not at, for example, providing accurate medical information or diagnoses, which autocomplete isn’t sophisticated enough to do.

**Jenny Grimberg:** Some observers have argued that these technologies can learn/understand because they employ similar neural networks to those in the human brain. What’s your view?

**Gary Marcus:** The neural network of a human brain works nothing like the neural networks AI tools use. And, contrary to what some may argue, these tools don’t reason anything like humans. At most, AI machines do some of what the Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman characterizes as system 1 thinking—reflexive statistical analysis—and very little system 2 thinking of deliberate reasoning. AI machines are learning, but much of what they learn is the statistics of words, and, with reinforcement learning, how to properly respond to certain prompts. They’re not learning abstract concepts.

That’s why much of the content they produce is garbage and/or false. Humans have an internal model of the world that allows them to understand each other and their environments. AI systems have no such model and no curiosity about the world. They learn what words tend to follow other words in certain contexts, but human beings learn much more just in the course of interacting with each other and with the world around them.

**Jenny Grimberg:** So, is the hype around generative AI overblown?

**Gary Marcus:** Yes and no. Generative AI tools are no doubt materially impacting our lives right now, both positively and negatively. They’re generating some quality content, but also misinformation, which, for example, could have significant adverse consequences for the 2024 US presidential election. But the intelligence of AI systems is being overhyped. A few weeks ago, it was claimed that OpenAI’s GPT-4 large language model (LLM) passed the undergraduate exams in engineering and computer science at MIT, which stirred up a lot of excitement. But it turned out that the methodology was flawed, and in fact my long-time collaborator Ernie Davis pointed out around a year ago, yet people still proceeded to use it. Narratives abound about how current AI systems will displace scores of workers, and some people are worried that robots will soon take over the world. But AI isn’t nearly smart enough for that in its current iteration. Four years ago, I joked that you should ever find yourself in a situation where the robots are coming for you, just close the door. And it’s still true that robots can’t open doors, nor can they drive cars reliably. We are nowhere near achieving artificial general intelligence (AGI). Those who believe AGI is imminent are almost certainly wrong.

**Jenny Grimberg:** Has something gone wrong on a conceptual/technical level in AI that the technology is so far from general intelligence?

**Gary Marcus:** To a degree. Something has gone wrong from a sociological standpoint. Giant approximation machines, which are essentially what LLMs are, are relatively easy to build and monetize, so people are focusing on them rather than on other ideas that may have more merit but are harder to implement and monetize quickly. So, the dynamics of capitalism certainly aren’t helping, and have probably slowed technological progress relative to what’s theoretically possible. That said, the problem of intelligence is an extremely difficult one, and most of the efforts to work on it in a computational context are less than 75 years old, which isn’t very long for the development of a science. People often talk about intelligence as if it’s a magic number, like an IQ score. But intelligence is comprised of many aspects: being able to follow a conversation, fix a car, learn a new dance move, or perform just about any kind of interesting human activity requires intelligence of many different sorts. And expecting a machine to master all of those in just 75 years probably isn’t realistic.

**Jenny Grimberg:** Is it possible to ever develop truly intelligent artificial systems?

**Gary Marcus:** I believe so. I think of the current stage of AI as akin to the age of alchemy, during which people knew they could get something to happen, but didn’t yet have a theory of chemistry. People today can conceptualize what AGI might look like, but have yet to develop a sophisticated enough understanding about how to build intelligence into machines. I see no reason to think we won’t get there eventually. Some people argue that intelligence simply isn’t something that can be built into machines, but I don’t buy into that view. Even if...
machines are never able to feel pain, for example, they may be able to understand what a person is feeling when they’re in pain and what they might do as a consequence of feeling that pain, such as taking medicine or going to the doctor. In that vein, machines will probably eventually develop a much clearer understanding of human beings and become much more reliable and truthful. The question is when. I’m often cast as the pessimist, but several months ago I had a debate with prominent software architect Grady Booch in which he took the pessimistic position that AGI won’t happen in our lifetime, the lifetime of our children, or even the lifetime of our children’s children, whereas I took the optimistic position that AGI would be achieved sometime in this century. That said, it will likely take another several decades given the current state of AI and how much work is left to do.

Jenny Grimberg: Couldn’t the inflection point for this technology potentially occur much sooner given the significant amounts of money large companies are pouring into AI research/development?

Gary Marcus: Not necessarily; throwing massive amounts of money at a problem doesn’t mean it will be solved. In 2016, I warned that driverless cars were being overhyped, in the sense that solving them would prove much more difficult than many thought. The key issue is outliers. Driverless car systems basically work through memorization, so when they encounter a new situation, they’re often at a loss for what to do. A good example of this, courtesy of Wired’s Steven Levy, is what happened at Google’s automatic car factory in 2015—the cars had just learned to recognize that it was acceptable to drive over piles of leaves on the road, because that particular situation wasn’t in their training set. Since then, a hundred billion dollars have been invested in driverless cars. And yet, in April 2022, a Tesla “summoned” across a parking lot at an airplane trade show ran directly into a $3.5mn jet, because, again, its training set didn’t contain jets, and it had no abstract understanding that it shouldn’t drive into large, expensive objects. And so, it did, none the wiser. That should serve as a stark reminder that just because the money is there, doesn’t mean the results will be.

Jenny Grimberg: What, then, is required from a technical/policy/societal standpoint for intelligent artificial systems to become a reality?

Gary Marcus: The proper incentives have to be developed and funding needs to be allocated in the right directions. Attitudes and mindsets will also have to change. People in the machine learning community are overconfident. They’re convinced that they’ve discovered the one true way to develop intelligent systems, and aren’t very receptive to advice from field practitioners in cognitive science, psychology, or linguistics. History has shown that scientists and engineers can become fixated on ideas that ultimately don’t work, which significantly slows down progress. In the early 20th century, scientists endeavored to identify what genes were made of. Gregor Mendel had proven that a biological basis for heredity existed, and scientists were convinced that basis was proteins, so they spent decades trying to identify which proteins. That was the wrong question; they instead should’ve asked, what biological thing are genes made of, which turned out to be DNA. Once Oswald Avery figured that out, the field progressed very quickly. The field of AI is very similar. People are currently dogmatically pursing the idea that LLMs are the answer to achieving AGI. I consider them to be a frustrating distraction—LLMs may be part of the answer, but they are almost certainly not the whole answer. So, the machine learning community will have to reorient at some point. I expect that such a reorientation will eventually occur and the machine learning community will find the right answer, at which point progress towards AGI will happen very quickly.

Jenny Grimberg: Given all that, what’s your main message to investors interested in the AI space?

Gary Marcus: Be wary of the hype—AI is not yet as magical as many people think. I wouldn’t go so far as to say that it’s too early to invest in AI; some investments in companies with smart founding teams that have a good understanding of product market fit will likely succeed. But there will be a lot of losers. So, investors need to do their homework and perform careful due diligence on any potential investment. It’s easy for a company to claim that they’re an AI company, but do they have a moat around them? Do they have a technical or data advantage that makes them likely to succeed? Those are important questions for investors to be asking.

Jenny Grimberg: What concerns you most about AI today?

Gary Marcus: I’m concerned that we’re giving an enormous amount of power and authority to the small number of companies that currently control AI systems, and in subtle ways that we may not even be aware of. The data on which LLMs are trained can have bias effects on the model output, which is disquieting given that these systems are starting to shape our beliefs. Another concern is around the truthfulness of AI systems—as mentioned, they’ve been known to hallucinate. Bad actors can use these systems for deliberate abuse, from spreading harmful medical misinformation to disrupting elections, which could gravely threaten society.

I’ve raised these concerns with a significant number of government officials around the world. Almost all of them agree that something must urgently be done, but nobody is entirely sure what that something should be. I believe we need to establish a global agency for AI, with buy-in from national governments, large technology companies, non-profits, academia, and society at large, to collaboratively find governance solutions and vet new technologies before they’re deployed at scale, akin to what we have in medicine. Fortunately, this seems to be where the world is headed. Several government leaders and heads of large tech companies have recently argued for this. It’s hard to predict how this will all play out from here, but this is an important start on the road towards safe, secure, and peaceful AI technologies.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the science of creating intelligent machines. AI is a broad concept that encompasses several different subfields, including machine learning, natural language processing, neural networks, and deep learning.

Machine learning is a subfield of AI that focuses on developing models and algorithms to help computers improve their performance through experience. Large amounts of data are fed into a computer, which then discovers patterns in that data and uses it to make predictions and decisions. There are three major types of machine learning models: (1) supervised machine learning, which uses labeled datasets to train models, (2) unsupervised machine learning, which uses algorithms to analyze unlabeled datasets, and (3) semi-supervised machine learning algorithms, which sit between the first two.

Transformer models are machine learning models designed to process sequences of elements. The premise of the model is an attention mechanism, which enables the model to learn and understand the relationship between words in a sentence.

Neural networks are a subfield of machine learning. They are mathematical models inspired by the human brain structure. Each neuron, or node, of the network takes an input, performs a computation, and creates an output. If the output of any individual node is above a specified threshold value, the node is activated and sends data to the next layer of the network. One of the best-known neural networks is Google’s search algorithm.

Deep learning is neural networks with three or more layers. Deep learning differs from “classical” machine learning by the type of data it works with and methods by which it learns. While machine learning algorithms leverage more structured, labeled data to make predictions, deep learning doesn’t necessarily require a labeled dataset, and it’s less dependent on human interaction. Deep learning is used in many applications, such as speech recognition and autonomous driving.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of AI focused on giving computers the ability to understand text and spoken word in a similar manner to human beings. NLP uses computational linguistics combined with statistical, machine learning, and deep learning models to enable computers to understand human language. It does so using two techniques: (1) syntactic analysis, which identifies the structure and relationship between words in sentences, and (2) semantic analysis, which focuses on the meaning of the words and their context in the sentence. Google Translate is one example of NLP technology in the real world; chatbots like Siri and Alexa also rely on NLP.

Large language models (LLM) are a type of machine learning model that are trained on large amounts of unlabeled data using self-supervised learning or semi-supervised learning to perform NLP tasks. LLMs use deep neural networks to generate outputs. ChatGPT is the most well-known example of an LLM.

Source: IBM, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Special thanks to GS equity research analysts for graphic. Original version published in Americas Technology: Generative AI – Part I: Laying out the investment framework.
Elon Musk, Stephen Hawking, and Steve Wozniak, among others, sign an open letter requesting a ban on the development of autonomous weapons and calling for research into the societal risks associated with AI.

The Facebook Artificial Intelligence Research lab trains two chatbots to communicate with each other. The chatbots diverge from human language and create their own language to communicate with each other.

OpenAI publicly debuts ChatGPT, a breakthrough generative AI tool that can generate long-form human-like responses based on text inputs. ChatGPT surpasses one million users in five days.

Note: This does not constitute an exhaustive list of all AI-related developments.

Source: Forbes, digitalwellbeing.org, Penn State University, YourStory, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Special thanks to GS equity research analysts for help with the timeline. Original version published in Americas Technology: Generative AI – Part I: Laying out the investment framework.
Kash Rangan and Eric Sheridan are Senior Equity Research Analysts at Goldman Sachs covering the US software and internet sectors, respectively. Below, they discuss the recent rise of generative AI, which companies and sectors stand to benefit, and what that means for investors.

**Allison Nathan:** The recent emergence of generative artificial intelligence (AI) has attracted a lot of focus. Why is there so much excitement around this technology, especially when AI has been around for a while?

**Kash Rangan:** Generative AI differs from traditional AI in two main ways. One, it’s capable of generating new content in the form of text, image, video, audio, and code, whereas traditional AI systems train computers to make predictions about human behavior, business outcomes, etc. And two, it allows humans to communicate with a computer in their natural language, which has never been done before; traditionally, computers were prompted using programming languages. The implications for personal and professional productivity from the advent of generative AI are tremendous—if a computer can generate quality content, people can spend the time saved on higher value-added activities.

**Eric Sheridan:** People are very focused on AI right now because the consumer and enterprise imagination has caught up with the technology. Alphabet first described itself as an AI-first company at its 2017 developer conference, and AI has been embedded in most everyday products, such as search algorithms and recommendation engines, for some time. But the generative AI tool ChatGPT has captured people’s imagination, just as the iPhone did when it was introduced even though smartphones already existed, allowing it to scale very quickly. Those are moments of “unlock”. While it took several years for the iPhone to become a consumer-adopted device at scale, ChatGPT was the fastest application to reach 200mn monthly active users (MAUs) that we’ve ever tracked. So, AI’s unlock moment has happened, and in a more intense way than we’ve ever seen in the past.

**Allison Nathan:** Is all this hype around generative AI warranted, or overblown? What differentiates it from the hype around previous technologies that seem to have fizzled out and/or were slower to take hold than expected?

**Kash Rangan:** AI probably isn’t in a hype cycle. For one thing, this technology cycle isn’t being led by upstarts, which makes it less likely to fizzle out or take a long time to get going. The shifts from mainframe to distributed systems in the early 1990s and from distributed to cloud computing in the early 2000s took a longer time to take off than many people expected as larger, established companies were critical voices against them. IBM argued in favor of mainframe systems against the distributed architecture of Oracle, a relatively small company at the time. And existing on-premises systems and technology providers argued against the shift from distributed to cloud computing, warning that the cloud wasn’t safe or economical, didn’t scale well, etc. It took years for those objections to be overcome and for cloud to find its footing. Only when the larger, established companies had operating clouds was there a harmony of voices telling buyers that the technology was acceptable.

In contrast, driving the AI tech cycle are some of the most powerful technology companies in the world, who are building the foundational models at the heart of generative AI. When a unanimous verdict exists among the technology providers that a technological shift is actually happening, it’s real. And when customers start to become interested, it’s not hype. And customers are interested. We’re having discussions with the CIOs of global corporations who are amazed at the productivity benefits this technology could bring if deployed internally. And all of this is occurring at a time when the market is rewarding productivity gains. So, this doesn’t feel like a hype cycle.

**Allison Nathan:** So, this isn’t a bubble?

**Eric Sheridan:** While you never know you’re in a bubble until it pops, the vast majority of the companies that have outperformed the broader market over the last several months on the AI theme are still trading at relatively reasonable multiples to GAAP EPS. Bubbles are typically about enterprise value to eyeballs(clicks), addressable market dynamics, or sheer euphoria as a driver of valuations as opposed to what the right multiple on net income is to pay. So, this feels very different from previous tech bubbles.

**Allison Nathan:** Even if the hype isn’t overblown, how long could it take for this technology to really have an impact on companies, workers, and consumers?

**Eric Sheridan:** Following the introduction of ChatGPT (OpenAI) and Bard (Alphabet), consumer internet companies are now moving into the build phase in which they’re building foundational models, some of them for specific businesses/industries. Once built, some of these solutions will need to be deployed in the real world to see what works, scales, and gains adoption. A good analogy for thinking about the timeframe of impact is the shift from desktop to mobile computing. It took companies like Alphabet and Meta four years after the iPhone’s introduction to begin referring to themselves as mobile-first companies—that’s how long it took for the infrastructure to be built out, at which point companies could start talking about application disruption. So, over the short-term—the next 6-12mn—many companies are viewing AI technology as potentially productivity-enhancing internally, and they’re building, testing, and learning to see how the technology may be additive to their businesses externally on more of a three-year horizon.

**Kash Rangan:** Productivity gains right now are concentrated at the developer level. Anecdotally, we’ve seen 15-20% boosts to
developer productivity through the automation of the some of the manual and rote process of writing code, with the software behind that starting at around $10/developer/month. From a cost-benefit standpoint, that’s incredible. The next population of workers that will be testing this technology will be those in sales, marketing, and customer support, which combined account for about a third of the professional working population in developed market economies. Software companies are readying products that should have a positive impact on these populations in CY2024.

Eric Sheridan: I’ll add that the impact on consumers will probably take a bit longer to manifest because it typically takes multiple years to change ingrained search, shopping, consumption, etc. behavior in a big way. For as much as ChatGPT has scaled to 200mn MAUs faster than anything we’ve ever tracked, the volume of traditional search queries spread across Google and Bing, for example, has yet to be impacted. So, we’re still quite a while away from AI technology having real effects on the consumer application front.

Allison Nathan: The build phase sounds like a lot of money in, little money out. When can we expect companies to monetize the gains from generative AI technology?

Eric Sheridan: The build phase doesn’t mean that nobody is garnering revenue. The companies selling the tools necessary to build out AI technology certainly are; NVIDIA recently issued revenue guidance of $11bn in the second quarter of FY2024, which led to a dramatic rise in its stock price. The timeline for when other companies will monetize gains varies by the type of company. Monetization for consumer internet companies typically only occurs once they have scale of users and of deployment of purchasing power. A good analogy is the app store. For Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play Store, the two application distribution mechanisms in the duality that is the mobile OS layer in computing, the first three years were spent building to scale in the application developer community. During that time, hundreds of millions of users weren’t playing games monetizing at a couple dollars a month.

Kash Rangan: Monetization could happen sooner for software companies. Monetization for software companies will come from being able to steer their customers towards premium SKUs of their products that exclusively have generative AI capabilities. At the very outset, companies may charge customers a low monthly fee to play around with the technology, thereby lowering the barriers to adoption. Once these products evolve and become more sophisticated, companies will have much more pricing power.

It’s important to remember that we’re only around five months into generative AI; the first five months of cloud computing looked like nothing. So, the ability to monetize will grow. Software companies that not only have big distributions and large customer bases, but also troves of data to train large language models (LLMs) on, are in a particularly strong position to be effective in monetizing the gains from AI through differentiated SKUs and higher revenue per user (RPU) for existing products, especially since the cost structure is already paid for in terms of distribution and product development.

Hyperscalers—which are large cloud computing companies that provide computing and storage services at scale—could also garner revenue relatively soon. Cloud computing provides the computing resources and infrastructure needed to deploy AI at scale. So, AI-driven initiatives could lead enterprise clients to increase cloud computing spend following a year in which most of them optimized their spend due to fears about the economy, and that could create positive revenue trajectories for the hyperscalers exiting 2023 and into 2024. Cloud hyperscalers are also well-positioned in the sense that they’ve spent 10 years and hundreds of billions of dollars building out cloud infrastructure, allowing generative AI to build on top of a solid base of cloud revenue. So, they’re not starting from ground zero; they’ll be leveraging a lot of what’s already been put in place to augment generative AI capabilities on top of the biggest investment cycle the technology industry has ever witnessed.

All that said, gross margins from generative AI will likely be negative for the foreseeable future as capex growth exceeds revenue growth. Right now, Microsoft, Alphabet, and Amazon are spending more than $100bn in capex, of which a large portion is on cloud computing and AI, with generative AI likely composing the fastest growing category. But generative AI’s revenue contribution to the cloud industry is currently de minimis, which is typical at the front end of a large capex cycle. It took a 10-year investment cycle for gross margins in Microsoft’s cloud business to go from negative to where they are today, which is well north of 50-60%. That’s probably the baseline for AI.

Allison Nathan: What types of companies are best positioned to capture the gains from generative AI?

Eric Sheridan: The handful of large tech companies developing the foundational models for generative AI are clearly well positioned. Semiconductor companies and the hyperscalers in cloud computing also look well-positioned to capture gains during the build phase.

Kash Rangan: Legacy software companies with subscription business models are also poised to benefit incrementally from what we estimate will be a generative AI software total addressable market (TAM) of ~$150bn. And infrastructure software companies stand to benefit. Running generative AI at scale will require significant compute power and data storage. When cloud computing emerged on the scene, some argued that data centers and IT workers would no longer be necessary because the cloud would do everything. But as thousands of cloud applications cropped up, the infrastructure required expanded dramatically, not to mention that data centers needed to be able to talk to the cloud, which added further complexity to the process. That’s why IT spend as a percentage of capex and total revenue continues to rise.

Generative AI is being thrown on top of the existing cloud architecture, and it needs to be able to talk to cloud applications, which exponentially increases the complexity of interactions and opportunity for something to break. So, infrastructure software companies that provide diagnostics, tooling, measurement, feedback, and stabilization will probably have a field day. Some of the companies that will “win” in this
space are public companies, and some of them don’t even exist yet.

Allison Nathan: Will there be space for new/small companies?

Kash Rangan: When ChatGPT emerged, some venture capitalists believed that it would disrupt every company. Now, they generally agree that companies like Microsoft, Adobe, Salesforce, etc. won’t be disrupted, because they have scale in engineering talent and capital, and troves of data to dominate the foundational model layer. So, the consensus seems to be that new entrants won’t disrupt the foundational layer. That’s not surprising; the history of technological shifts shows that typically only a handful of scaled winners garner the vast majority of the profit pool at the operating system layer, and that will likely also be the case for AI.

But the AI space more broadly won’t be the land of just the giants. The application layer will be wide open for innovation. Use cases will be invented for AI technology that nobody has thought of yet. Nobody predicted that thousands of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) companies would grow out of cloud computing or that Uber would grow out of a mobile-first world.

Eric Sheridan: Applications built on generative AI capabilities that disrupt the healthcare, education, legal, etc. industries haven’t been created yet, but are being widely discussed as potential possibilities. In every computing cycle, interesting application developers sprout up; I see no reason to believe that this time will be different. And if previous venture capital cycles have taught us anything, it’s that multiple new firms will attempt to create disruptive applications, and a few of them will likely succeed.

Allison Nathan: What’s the current state of AI regulation, and how might it evolve?

Eric Sheridan: Typically, the regulatory curve is, at a minimum, half a decade behind the innovation curve. The AI regulation curve, by contrast, is operating almost in parallel to the innovation curve. The sheer scale of potential job displacement associated with AI technology and the tail risk of some apocalyptic outcome is sounding a lot of alarm bells for politicians and regulators, who, for most of the last decade, were also behind the curve on elements of internet data collection, privacy, and information dissemination. That has brought the regulatory forces to bear quickly this time around.

The tech companies in our coverage universe and those in the private domain want more regulation partly because they don’t want to be blamed if AI technology produces a bad outcome that could be attributed to them, so they want to work in partnership with regulators to create guardrails around this technology almost simultaneously with it being innovated. A rather cynical view also exists that big tech companies are advocating for guardrails around the tech because those guardrails will create moats around these large companies, making it difficult for smaller/new companies to disrupt them and win in this space. Regardless of the reason, regulation is at the forefront much earlier in this tech cycle than any other we’ve ever witnessed.

Allison Nathan: Does the regulation running almost in parallel to the innovation increase the risks to investing in the AI space, in the sense that the regulation could stifle the innovation?

Eric Sheridan: Regulation isn’t a risk. Regulation typically changes the way capital is allocated and the unit economics of an industry. Regulated industries usually have lower profit margins, but the barriers to entry are higher given the cost of complying with regulation. So, while investors may have to accept lower profits, they also don’t have to worry as much that the companies they’re investing in will be disrupted by new entrants. Regulation can definitely slow innovation down. But it’s also necessary to keep bad actors out. And ultimately, a space ripe with bad actors, especially AI where the consequences of bad behavior could be severe, isn’t beneficial to any investor.

Allison Nathan: What risks, then, should investors be concerned about?

Eric Sheridan: The potential for changed computing habits is a risk both if it doesn’t, and does, happen. We’ve lived through multiple cycles of people arguing that a certain thing is going to disrupt the search engine. Mobile was supposed to do it, social media was supposed to do it, and even Amazon vs. Google was a debate among investors several years ago in terms of whether the Amazon search box would be the end of the search engine, yet it lives on. And if AI is the thing that finally does disrupt the search engine, that could have significant consequences for existing business models. Whole industries are built on certain elements of aggregated supply and generated demand, and if consumer behavior shifts away from the search engine because of AI, or the search engine needs to change because of it, that could lead to wildly different economic outcomes than what investors are used to. So those are both significant risks to watch for.

Kash Rangan: The investor risk I worry the most about is that generative AI technology becomes so ubiquitous that it becomes commoditized. And if it’s not special, how can companies charge a premium for it or monetize it? Today, the technology isn’t ubiquitous because the expertise needed to train LLMs is scarce. LLMs require some supervision, yet very few computer scientists are currently specialized in generative AI, which limits how quickly LLMs can learn. And they do indeed learn, because LLMs are neural networks, which are modeled after the human brain. But if LLMs end up learning very quickly, the technology could become widely diffused. And at that point, the technology may no longer look valuable.
## A snapshot of generative AI tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description/Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chatbots</strong></td>
<td>Bard</td>
<td>A generative AI chatbot developed by Google, initially based on its LaMDA model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bing Chat</td>
<td>A chatbot powered by Microsoft Bing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Character.AI</td>
<td>Simulates conversations with real and fictional characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>A generative AI chatbot developed by OpenAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text Generators</strong></td>
<td>Copy.ai</td>
<td>Generates blog posts, social media posts, and emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frase.io</td>
<td>Produces slogans, summaries, introductions, articles, titles, and product descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jasper</td>
<td>Provides users with content templates and enables collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peppertype.ai</td>
<td>Offers ready-made templates for creating meta descriptions, articles, and emails, enabling commercial use of the produced content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rytr</td>
<td>Creates titles for SEO optimization, produces blog posts, articles, emails, and social media ads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code Generators</strong></td>
<td>K-Explorer</td>
<td>Makes code completion and custom model suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PyCharm</td>
<td>Provides users with code completion, highlights errors, and enables automated refactoring in Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabnine</td>
<td>Provides users with whole-line code completion and learns coding patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image Generators</strong></td>
<td>Artbreeder</td>
<td>Creates collages and generates images with the option of manipulating a subject’s age, gender, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Craiyon</td>
<td>Converts text-to-image (not suitable for creating larger images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DALL-E</td>
<td>Creates, edits, and variates images, offering the commercial rights to created content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NightCafe</td>
<td>Art generation with different styles and resolution options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staryai</td>
<td>Enables the creation of artwork with different style options, aspect ratios, etc., giving full ownership of produced content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video Generators</strong></td>
<td>Elai.io</td>
<td>Allows for the conversion of text to video, offering 25+ different avatars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexclip</td>
<td>Supports video creation and offers editing tools (adding transitions and filters, removing backgrounds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumen5</td>
<td>Offers templates to create original videos based on text, articles, and blog posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Enables text-to-video conversion, providing 70+ different avatars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veed.io</td>
<td>Video generation and editing, adding subtitles, removing background noise, and resizing videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design Generators</strong></td>
<td>Colormind</td>
<td>Creates color palates based on movie scenes, artwork, and other images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designs.ai</td>
<td>Generates logos and banners, provides design templates, and enables the export of produced content to different formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khroma</td>
<td>Creates custom color palettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uizard</td>
<td>Creates designs for mobile applications, websites, and landing pages based on sketches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voice Generators</strong></td>
<td>Lovo.ai</td>
<td>Enables text-to-speech conversion and generates realistic AI voiceovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Murf</td>
<td>Creates voiceovers for different contexts, enables adding punctuation, and provides the commercial rights to the content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Play.ht</td>
<td>Provides AI-generated voices for various commercial purposes in 140+ languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replica</td>
<td>Enables text-to-speech conversion, offering AI-generated voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speechify</td>
<td>Allows text-to-speech conversion while enabling the adjustment of reading speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Music Generators</strong></td>
<td>AIVA</td>
<td>Creates authentic music based on preferred style, granting copyright of the produced content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amper AI</td>
<td>Produces royalty-free music based on preferred genre, length, instruments, providing perpetual license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evoke</td>
<td>Generates AI-generated and royalty-free music collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jukebox</td>
<td>Creates authentic music with AI-generated lyrics, providing users with different genre options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soundraw</td>
<td>Enables original music creation and commercial use of the produced content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table does not constitute an exhaustive list of all existing generative AI tools.  
Source: AIMultiple, tool websites, Goldman Sachs GIR.  
Special thanks to GS equity research analysts for this table. Original version published in Americas Technology: Generative AI – Part I: Laying out the investment framework.
Joseph Briggs finds that widespread adoption of generative AI could potentially significantly boost global productivity and GDP

The recent emergence of generative artificial intelligence (AI) raises the question of whether we are on the brink of a rapid acceleration in task automation that will significantly save time and labor costs, lead to a productivity burst, and increase the pace of economic growth. Although significant uncertainty still exists around the capabilities and adoption timeline of current generative AI models, we find that generative AI could potentially raise annual labor productivity growth by around 1.5pp over a 10-year period following widespread adoption in the US and other DM economies, and eventually raise annual global GDP by 7%.

The labor market impact of generative AI

The largest effects of generative AI on the economy will likely come from its impact on the labor market. To assess the potential size of this impact, we use data on the specific work tasks that are undertaken in a typical work week for over 900 occupations in the US and 2000 occupations in the Euro area. These data contain measures on the importance and difficulty of various tasks associated with each occupation, which we combine to estimate the share of total work exposed to labor-saving automation by AI. Specifically, we select work activities that are most exposed to AI automation based on our review of probable use cases of generative AI and assume that AI will ultimately be capable of completing moderately difficult tasks (up to a difficulty level of 4 on a 7-point task complexity scale). We then take an importance- and complexity-weighted average of essential work tasks for each occupation to estimate the share of its total workload that AI could potentially replace.

Our key finding is that a lot of workers spend a lot of time performing tasks that AI models are well-suited to automate. In particular, we estimate that roughly two-thirds of US occupations are exposed to at least some degree of automation by AI, and that of those occupations which are exposed, most have a significant—albeit partial—share of their workload (25-50%) that can potentially be replaced. After weighting our occupation-level estimates by the employment share of each occupation in the US, we estimate that a quarter of current work tasks could be automated by AI, with particularly high exposures in administrative (46%) and legal (44%) professions and low exposures in physically-intensive professions such as construction (6%) and maintenance (4%).

Using European data, we estimate that a similar 24% of work tasks in the Euro area could potentially be automated by AI. Although detailed work task data are not available for other countries/regions, reweighting our industry-level AI exposure estimates by country-specific industry-employment shares suggests that generative AI could eventually automate around 18% of global work, with larger shares in DMs than EMs.

The productivity boost from generative AI

The large share of employment exposed to automation from generative AI raises the potential for a boom in labor productivity that significantly increases global growth. We see two channels through which AI-driven automation could raise global productivity and GDP.

First, most workers are employed in occupations that are partially exposed to AI automation and, following AI adoption, will likely apply at least some of their freed-up capacity towards productive activities. This dynamic is observable at firms that have already adopted AI, with studies generally finding that AI adoption led to a 2-3pp annual boost to labor productivity growth for several years afterwards.

Second, while AI technology will inevitably displace some workers, we anticipate that most displaced workers will eventually become reemployed in new occupations that emerge either directly from AI adoption or in response to the higher levels of aggregate and labor demand generated by the productivity boost from non-displaced workers.

The reemployment of displaced workers due to the direct and indirect effects of technological change has plenty of historical precedent. Information technology, for example, displaced some workers in the early 2000s, but also directly led to the creation of new occupations like webpage designers, software developers, and digital marketing professionals, and indirectly increased labor demand in service industries such as healthcare, education, and food services.

The positive employment effects of technological change are especially clear over longer time horizons. 80% of workers today are employed in occupations that did not exist in 1940, implying that over 85% of employment growth in the last 80 years can be explained by the technology-driven creation of new positions.

To estimate how these channels might together raise US productivity growth, we combine estimates of the productivity boost for non-displaced workers, the labor cost savings of displaced workers, and a composition effect from the reemployment of displaced workers in new positions. In particular, we assume that around 7% of workers are fully...
displaced (given our estimate that automatable tasks account for the majority of the work of 7% of US workers), but that most are able to secure new employment in only slightly less productive positions, and that partially exposed workers experience a boost in productivity consistent with estimates from existing studies (those mentioned in the footnote on the previous page). For illustrative purposes, we assume that the full productivity boost of generative AI is realized over a 10-year period (but not necessarily the next 10 years) that starts when a large share of businesses has adopted generative AI.

Under these assumptions, we estimate that widespread adoption of generative AI could raise overall labor productivity growth in the US by around 1.5pp annually. A boost of this size would roughly double the recent pace of US productivity growth, and would be about the same size as the boost that would roughly double the recent pace of US productivity growth in the US by around 1.5pp annually. A boost of this size could raise overall labor productivity growth.

Generative AI could also raise productivity growth outside of the US. Assuming that differences in the industry-composition of labor can account for most of the differences in the impact of AI on labor productivity growth, we estimate similarly sized boosts to productivity in other DM economies, and that that globally widespread AI adoption could boost global annual productivity growth for countries in our coverage by over 1pp annually (FX-weighted average), although the impact would likely be delayed in EM economies.

Tech innovation has led to the creation of new occupations that account for the bulk of employment growth over the last 80 years. Contributions to ann. job growth 1940-2018, new vs. pre-existing jobs, %

Large, but highly uncertain, impacts

While our estimated boost to productivity growth from widespread AI adoption is quite large, it is also highly uncertain, and will ultimately hinge on the difficulty level of tasks generative AI can perform, how many jobs are automated, and the speed of adoption. Varying our assumptions around each of these factors suggests that the boost to annual US productivity growth could range from 0.3-3.0pp, although in most scenarios the boost would remain economically significant.

The size of the productivity boost will ultimately depend on AI's capabilities and adoption timeline

Effect of AI adoption on ann. labor productivity growth, 10yr adoption period, pp

We also see the timing of any macroeconomic impact from generative AI as particularly hard to predict based on the evidence from past technological breakthroughs. The burst in productivity due to the electric motor and personal computer, for example, occurred around 20 years after the key technological breakthrough, at a point when roughly half of US businesses had adopted the technology.

It is possible that the surge in interest in generative AI could speed up its adoption and lead macroeconomic impacts to materialize sooner. However, AI adoption rates by US firms were only 3.2% in 2019, and though many major companies are currently exploring how to use AI, only ~20% of CEOs expect “analyze the cost of medical care services for all US hospitals” (difficulty score 6). Source: Goldman Sachs GIR.

We therefore suspect that the effect of generative AI will probably not be visible in aggregate productivity data for at least several more years. Nevertheless, the significant work task exposure to AI automation, combined with our sizable estimates of potential productivity increases, highlight the enormous economic potential of generative AI if it does deliver on its promise. Indeed, applying the estimated productivity boost to countries in our coverage, we find that widespread AI adoption could eventually drive a 7%, or almost $7tn, increase in annual global GDP over a 10-year period, and therefore view generative AI as a significant upside risk to our medium- and longer-run global economic growth projections.

Joseph Briggs, Senior Global Economist

Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Tel: 212-902-2163

Email: joseph.briggs@gs.com

Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC

Note: A much less powerful AI scenario is where, for example, generative AI can only “skim a short article to gather the main point” (difficulty score 2) rather than “determine the interest cost to finance a new building” (difficulty score 4). A much more powerful AI scenario is where, for example, generative AI can “analyze the cost of medical care services for all US hospitals” (difficulty score 6). Source: Goldman Sachs GIR.
Ryan Hammond and David Kostin argue that potential AI-related productivity boosts could lead to more upside for US equities

With a surge in focus on generative artificial intelligence (AI) driving recent outperformance of US tech stocks and sending some of them to record-highs, how much more AI-driven upside remains for US equities? Despite the recent gains, we estimate that potential AI-related productivity boosts could lead to significantly more upside for S&P 500 earnings and stock prices over the medium-to-longer term, although substantial uncertainty and risks remain.

A potential boost to US productivity, earnings, and equities...

Our economists estimate that widespread generative AI adoption (which we assume occurs in 10 years) could boost US productivity growth by 1.5pp annually over a 10-year period and lift trend real GDP growth by 1.1pp for 10 years (see pgs. 14-15). Under these assumptions in our dividend discount model (DDM), we estimate that S&P 500 EPS CAGR over the next 20 years would be 5.4%, 50bp greater than our current assumption of 4.9%, and S&P 500 fair value would be 9% higher than current levels, holding all else equal.

Widespread AI adoption could lead to S&P 500 EPS in 20 years 11% greater than our current assumption
S&P 500 EPS forecasts over the next 20 years, $

Source: Goldman Sachs GIR.

...but an uncertain one

That said, the range of potential AI impacts on the S&P 500 is wide—and therefore unlikely to be fully priced by investors in the near-term—for four key reasons:

1. Our economists’ estimates of the impact of AI adoption on productivity growth vary from 0.3pp to 3.0pp annually, depending on the speed of adoption, the power of AI, and the breadth of labor displacement. Based on this range of productivity scenarios, we estimate that the upside to S&P 500 fair value could be as small as 5% and as large as 14%. And the potential upside could be even larger if the uplift in GDP and revenue growth is also accompanied by an increase in corporate profit margins.

2. Policy responses could constrain the ability of companies to retain the additional profits generated from AI. Corporate profits as a share of GDP stand at elevated levels relative to history, while wages as a share of GDP remain near historic lows. If AI adoption leads to increased corporate profits at the expense of labor, policymakers could respond by raising corporate tax rates. The effective corporate tax rate would need to rise by 8pp to fully offset the 11% increase in the stream of future S&P 500 earnings that may otherwise occur as a consequence of corporations embracing AI.

3. A higher interest rate environment could negate much of the potential increase in S&P 500 fair value. While a productivity boom that leads to lower prices could be disinflationary and put downward pressure on rates, our economists note that AI could increase investment demand and in turn lift estimates of the neutral rate, a key input in monetary policymakers’ decisions. We estimate that interest rates would only need to rise by 30bp from current levels to fully offset the upside to fair value from AI adoption, all else equal.

4. S&P 500 prices are more clearly tied to near-term cyclical dynamics, even if AI adoption could provide a boost to the S&P 500 index in the long term. If economic data weaken and a recession becomes more likely (with the consensus of forecasters already assigning 65% odds to a recession in the next 12 months versus our estimate of 25% odds), S&P 500 prices would likely decline, regardless of the long-term impact of AI.

The potential productivity boost from AI adoption could lead to significantly more upside for the S&P 500 index
Estimated effect of AI adoption on S&P 500 fair value, % change from today

Source: Goldman Sachs GIR.

The perils of euphoric expectations

At the index level, the current equity risk premium and long-term EPS growth expectations are roughly in line with historical averages, suggesting investor optimism on AI adoption is not at extreme levels. However, at the stock level, the current valuation of the largest AI beneficiaries, like NVDA, is similar to the valuation accorded in the 2000s to some of the largest Dot Com Boom beneficiaries (MSFT, INTC), though not as high as the most extreme example (CSCO). Historical precedent from the Dot Com Boom shows the perils of high expectations. Even though most TMT companies were still able to generate strong sales growth between 2000 and 2002, the failure to meet lofty investor forecasts led to a sharp 50%-+ contraction in P/E multiples and a plunge in share prices. Euphoric growth expectations, therefore, are another risk worth watching.
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After its launch in November 2022, OpenAI’s ChatGPT became the fastest application to surpass 100mn users.

Number of months taken to surpass 100mn users

Since then, several other generative AI tools have emerged and interest in artificial intelligence has increased significantly...

Mentions of “AI” in selected companies’ earnings calls

Note: Includes mentions of “AI” in analyst/journalist questions.

Mega-cap tech stocks have rallied sharply year-to-date, outperforming the broader S&P 500 index, driven by optimism about the potential benefits to companies from AI...

Indexed returns, 12/31/2022=100

However, the key beneficiaries of AI adoption have not pushed aggregate index valuation to the extreme level of the Dot Com Boom

Aggregate vs. median S&P 500 NTM P/E dislocation

Note: Includes mentions of “AI” in analyst/journalist questions.

Source: Company data, Statista, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Source: FactSet, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Source: Compustat, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Source: Google Trends (https://www.google.com/trends), Goldman Sachs GIR.

Source: Bloomberg, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Source: Goldman Sachs GIR.
Markets around past productivity booms

Dominic Wilson and Vickie Chang assess the impact of past innovation-driven productivity booms on markets and what that could mean for the potential AI productivity boom ahead.

With generative artificial intelligence (AI) potentially ushering in a period of sustained substantial productivity growth (see pgs. 14-15), a key question is how that might impact major macro markets. We turn to history as a guide on the macro market impacts of innovation-driven productivity booms, focusing on two major episodes: the widespread adoption of electricity after World War I (1919-1929) and the broad adoption of PCs and the internet in the late 1990s and early 2000s (1996-2005).

Of course, factors beyond the productivity boom also drove markets during these episodes. The EM crises of 1997-1998 significantly impacted the global economy and asset prices, markets during these episodes. The EM crises of 1997-1998

But markets around these prior productivity booms nonetheless shared some commonalities: Both booms had the biggest impacts on equities and equity valuations—which rose substantially—and both ultimately ended in bubbles and subsequent busts. We find that the potential AI productivity boom ahead shares some of the key features of these prior periods, so could this boom/bust cycle happen again?

Major innovation-driven productivity booms occurred around the adoption of electricity and of PCs/the internet

Tracking the domestic demand cycle. Oil prices fell sharply during the EM crises in 1997-98 but moved higher by 2005. Asset market performance during 1996-2005 productivity boom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-year Treasury Yield</td>
<td>-118bp</td>
<td>101bp</td>
<td>-219bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Broad Dollar</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasdaq 100</td>
<td>199%</td>
<td>687%</td>
<td>-62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>105%</td>
<td>142%</td>
<td>-15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil (WTI)</td>
<td>218%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Haver Analytics, Goldman Sachs GIR.

But these relatively modest shifts over the period mask a much larger economic and market boom and bust within the period. During the initial productivity boom, the pattern of market shifts, though not the magnitudes, match what would be expected from an (over-)anticipated productivity boom—equities rose sharply and valuations climbed to extreme levels. A significant domestic economic boom accompanied these moves. The investment share of GDP climbed, the savings rates fell, and the current account deteriorated. Both the Fed funds rate and longer-dated yields fell over 1997-1998 as the Asian financial crisis and Russian default hit, but with domestic demand booming, the funds rate rose to a fresh cycle peak in 2000. Longer-dated yields rose too but remained below their 1996 levels as low and stable inflation held down the term premium. Significant US Dollar appreciation in the late 1990s (peaking in early 2002) largely owed to the EM devaluations of 1997 and 1998, but the Dollar—as the preferred recipient of capital flows—also rose against other advanced economies. However, as boom turned to bust, equities saw large declines, interest rates fell, and the bulk of the Dollar strength reversed.

The nineties boom and bust

During the period of PC/internet adoption (1996-2005), US equities posted healthy, if unspectacular, gains. Profits and earnings outpaced GDP somewhat, but the S&P 500 gains were broadly in line with nominal GDP gains. US Dollar appreciation was relatively modest and, excluding EM economies, FX was little changed on net. Similarly, both the Fed funds rate and 10-year yields declined over the period and tracked the domestic demand cycle. Oil prices fell sharply during the EM crises in 1997-98 but moved higher by 2005.

The roaring twenties

The evidence around the productivity boosts in the 1920s, as electricity adoption spread, is sparser but provides some parallel lessons. Once again, equities saw sustained gains and a sharp climb in valuations alongside the productivity boom, but the 1929 crash ultimately ensued. The story for rates and FX is...
harder to map to the current context given the differences in monetary policy and exchange rate management. Inflation was extremely low over the period. But the Fed’s discount rate again followed the economic and equity cycle, falling in 1924 as the economy weakened before rising steadily and hitting new peaks as the equity bubble accelerated and then burst. Overall, these two prior experiences suggest that the biggest impact on asset markets was felt in equities and equity valuations, which ended in bubbles both times. The behavior of rates and FX appears to have been driven more by domestic demand than by persistent structural shifts from the change in trend productivity growth, though the 1990s provide some support for the idea that economies experiencing outsized productivity gains could see FX appreciation pressures.

**Bubble trouble**

Consistent with history, US equities have already been the focus of expectations of AI-related productivity gains in the recent period. Our equity strategists have laid out benchmarks for the equity index upside that an AI-induced productivity boom might fundamentally justify (see pg. 16). So, will the market overshoot those valuations—creating a bubble that ultimately ends in a bust—as the historical experience suggests?

**Valuations climbed rapidly during prior innovation periods before retracing**

![Graph](Image)

Source: Robert Shiller, Goldman Sachs GIR.

Bubbles are complicated phenomena, often driven by momentum and self-fulfilling price dynamics. But several reasons explain why productivity booms can lead markets to overpay.

First, investors may fall prey to a fallacy of extrapolation. With genuine innovation, productivity gains will be real. In the short term, accelerating productivity growth can increase profit shares even at the economy-wide level. But, on average, competition or investment largely eroded those initial gains over subsequent years. This implies that a faster phase of profit growth at the start of periods of innovation tends to be “paid back” over time. To the extent that markets price initial increases in profit growth as persistent, the long-term potential shift in the earnings trajectory may be overestimated.

Second, investors can fall prey to a fallacy of aggregation. During periods of innovation, some individual companies may be capable of stretches of stunning earnings growth driven by a new technology. But it is a mistake to assume that what can be true for an individual company can be true on aggregate. Even at the individual level, competition and market entry can ultimately limit the potential for sustained high profits. With potential “winners” sometimes more obvious than losers, investors may price a chance of increased profitability across a broad range of potential winners. The result may imply a rate of economy-wide profit growth that is unlikely to be feasible.

Third, activity fueled by the bubble itself can appear to justify the optimism. As asset prices rise, they may encourage a boom in investment and consumer spending. This in itself may provide a boost to the profitability of companies supplying those areas. But if increased revenues and profits are ultimately based on unsustainable demand that is generating economic imbalances, then those gains too will eventually unwind. In other words, a domestic boom created by overvalued asset prices can fuel the perception that higher profit growth can be maintained. For example, in the late 1990s, the domestic boom generated a major savings-investment imbalance that ultimately unwound in the bust but that generated more rapid demand growth for a period.

Fourth, to the extent that an acceleration in productivity growth leads to monetary policy that is easier than it “should” be, it can help fuel asset price overvaluation. This could happen for several reasons: the acceleration in productivity growth could lead inflation to undershoot; central banks could be slow to appreciate that the neutral rate has risen; or unsustainable current account deterioration could postpone the inflationary consequences of a boom. This is particularly a risk when a boom overlaps with other disinflationary forces, as it did for the US in the late 1990s.

**The challenge of keeping it real**

All that said, bubbles can form without these conditions, and not all high-productivity periods lead to bubbles. But the challenge with periods of sustained productivity improvement is that the underlying economic shifts are both powerful and real. They provide fundamental support for higher asset prices—and create the basis for dramatic gains for some companies—even if that fundamental improvement is then too widely or too dramatically priced. The coming potential AI productivity boom shares some of the key features that led to these issues in the past: a breakthrough innovation that might lead to sizable increases in productivity and profitability, which then creates the basis for substantial new investments and fuels belief in a broader cycle of innovation.

If the market does overpay for the AI productivity boom, that has the capacity to impact a broad set of asset price shifts. The 1990s history suggests that this dynamic could be associated not just with a period of unsustainably high equity prices, but also larger demand booms, greater FX appreciation, and higher interest rates in the leading countries than would have otherwise been the case.

**Dominic Wilson, Senior Markets Advisor**
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Q: How focused are public investors on the artificial intelligence (AI) theme?

A: AI is no doubt the dominant theme in the public marketplace, with AI mania in full flight right now. I don’t remember a theme being this pervasive and important to investors—six months after the emergence of the generative AI tool ChatGPT, AI has captured the imagination of almost every client that we speak to. Unlike other recent product cycle stories that ultimately lost steam, including blockchain, the metaverse, and autonomous driving that appealed largely to a relatively narrow, specialist investor base, AI is attracting interest from investors of all shapes and sizes—specialists, generalists, macro, thematic and everything in between. That broad interest has translated into price action, with a small group of large tech stocks massively outperforming the broader market year-to-date and a handful of smaller cap stocks rising to the tune of 200%.

Q: Given the strong performance, are concerns that the hype—and performance—are overdone emerging at all?

A: Whether too much has been priced in is always easier to answer in hindsight. For example, during the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) cycle, several dozen companies were trading above 10x EV to sales at one point—and some companies at 50-70x EV to sales—which at the time didn’t seem that striking but in retrospect was a historical anomaly. Much like then, AI excitement has fueled multiple expansion in some tech names, though generally not to historical extremes yet. AI bellwethers Microsoft and Nvidia, for example, only trade at modest premiums to their five-year relative P/E multiple averages, despite the strong YTD performance and thematic excitement.

The current market consensus seems to be that AI-led performance has legs because the technology has the makings of a platform shift akin to past transformative shifts that have tended to come along about once a decade—the personal computer in the 1980s, the internet in the 1990s, mobile in the 2000s, cloud computing and the public cloud in the 2010s, and today generative AI. Investors fully expect this technology to create and disrupt profit pools and are lining up to have exposure to the AI theme for the next decade+, even as the stories and the companies will likely change over that time.

Q: But, as you mentioned, investor excitement about many recent tech innovations—blockchain, the metaverse, autonomous vehicles, etc.—has fizzled out. Why is this time different?

A: It’s true that some technologies that captured investors’ imaginations ultimately disappointed. Blockchain, for all its technological merits, never found the product that investors could engage with in the public markets; the idea that the metaverse would transform our daily lives and people would soon be regularly wearing Google glasses came and went; and autonomous driving adoption has been slower than many investors expected five years ago. But it’s also worth noting that even in instances when a technology has ultimately become mainstream, seeing real proliferation has taken time. The iPhone, for example, debuted in 2007, yet Instagram only emerged three years later and TikTok nine years later. So, while investors tend to get overexcited about tech innovations in the short term, they also tend to underappreciate the impact of large technology cycles over the longer term.
That said, what differentiates this technology cycle is the velocity of change, which is unlike anything we’ve ever witnessed. ChatGPT was the fastest application in history to surpass 100mn users—it took just two months, compared to nine months for TikTok and 30 months for Instagram. Nvidia is a prime example of the astounding velocity of earnings revisions. The company recently issued guidance that it expects $11bn of revenue in the July quarter—roughly two to three years ahead of market expectations for that amount of revenue. So, the velocity of change is exceeding prior expectations, and certainly historical comps, forcing investors to care about the AI theme now. But at the heart of investor excitement is the potential of this technology, like other platform shifts, to touch and transform almost every aspect of the enterprise and consumer experience. The technology is not niche to a certain vertical, but rather is a horizontal platform application that is likely to pervade every industry.

**Q: So, how are investors gaining exposure to the AI theme in public markets?**

**A:** The obvious tip of the spear that public-market investors initially grabbed onto was the idea that the graphics processing unit (GPU) would be a lightning rod for AI development and the training of large language models (LLMs). But over the past few months investors have been willing to broaden out that aperture and think about secondary sources for GPUs, the tools semiconductor fabs need to manufacture them, the software required to develop them, etc. It feels like almost every week investors are taking another step forward and going up another layer in the stack to try to find new ways to interact with the AI theme. That said, right now we’re still very much in the “picks and shovels” stage of AI investing—as demonstrated by the strong start to the year for Semiconductors, which are up ~44% YTD, the best start to a year for the group since 2000. Investors seem to believe that the further up the stack they go, the more uncertainty they face because it’s not yet clear how consumers and enterprises will adopt AI technology.

**Q: As in other instances of technological innovation, there will no doubt be companies that benefit and others whose business models may be negatively impacted. What questions are investors focused on as they attempt to discern between the two?**

**A:** Investors are focused on many questions that sit at the heart of the current debates in the space: will spending on AI be cannibalistic or incremental, meaning, will the extra dollar spent on next-gen technology replace existing spending or add to it? Will adoption occur faster at the enterprise or consumer level; the enterprise has much to gain in terms of scale, scope, margins, and effectiveness, but the consumer has a valuable networking effect and free-flowing adoption dynamic, so who will adopt faster? What’s actually a new AI product vs. a product that’s been sitting on the shelf for some time and is now being rebranded as an AI product? Are public market incumbents or private market startups better positioned to reap gains in the space; incumbents certainly have the advantage of scale, distribution, data, and balance sheets, but can they rearchitect for an AI world, or will new companies “born” in AI dominate the space? Will open-source LLMs become commoditized, and what are the implications of that? So, there’s no shortage of questions and no clear answers, but that’s how investing opportunities are born.

**Q: So, what are investors watching to gauge whether this theme really has legs?**

**A:** The market is watching whether excitement eventually translates into concrete outcomes. As I mentioned, Nvidia saw a huge positive earnings revision following earnings in May (consensus estimates were revised up by ~75%), which helped trigger the recent AI-led excitement. But, since then, earnings revisions from other Semiconductor companies leaning into the AI theme have been much more modest. As such, as we head into the second half of this year, investors will be looking for clues about early signs of AI progress from companies—not necessarily in the form of revenue beats at this point, but more in the form of product initiatives (SKUs), pipeline builds, order trends, customer engagement and/or other KPIs, helping to set the table for 2024 and beyond.
GS GIR: Macro at a glance

Watching

- **Globally**, we expect annual average real GDP growth to slow to 2.5% y/y in 2023, reflecting ongoing drag from monetary policy tightening and tighter bank lending in the US and Europe, with softer China growth also likely weighing on global activity. While we expect DM inflation to remain elevated over the near term, we think the combination of a moderation in demand growth, improvements in goods supply, and tighter monetary policy will be sufficient to bring inflation back toward DM central banks’ targets over the next two years.

- **In the US**, we expect real GDP growth to slow to an above-consensus 1.5% this year on a Q4/Q4 basis, reflecting a negative impulse from tighter financial conditions and additional drag from tighter bank lending. We see a below-consensus 25% probability of entering a recession over the next year. We expect core PCE inflation to decline to 3.5% by Dec 2023, reflecting continued supply chain recovery, a decline in shelter inflation, and slower wage growth. We expect the unemployment rate to end the year at 3.6% and remain there through 2024.

- **We expect the Fed** to deliver a 25bp hike in July for a peak Fed funds rate range of 5.25-5.5%. We think the Fed is more likely to consider a possible second hike in November than September, though neither is in our baseline forecast. Once the Fed finishes hiking, we expect it to remain on hold for a while to allow inflation to return to target.

- **In the Euro area**, we expect real GDP growth to slow to 0.4% in 2023, reflecting historically elevated energy prices driven by the war in Ukraine, tighter bank lending standards amid the ongoing ECB hiking cycle, and weak data momentum. We expect core inflation to decline gradually to 3.7% y/y by the end of 2023, reflecting a pass-through from falling energy and food prices, amid elevated services inflation on the back of a tight labor market.

- **We expect the ECB** to deliver 25bp hikes in July and September for a terminal rate of 4.00% in September. We see a high hurdle for the data to call into question the September hike and believe that continued labor market resilience and elevated services inflation could well extend the tightening cycle into Q4.

- **In China**, we expect real GDP growth to accelerate to 4.5% y/y in 2023 on the back of China’s post-reopening recovery, although Q2 activity has softened notably and we think growth headwinds are likely to persist as continued challenges from the property market and pervasive pessimism among consumers and private entrepreneurs are only partially offset by the moderate policy easing we expect this year.

- **WATCH CHINA GROWTH HEADWINDS.** In China, with the reopening boost quickly fading, medium-term challenges such as demographics, the multi-year property downturn, local government implicit debt problems, and geopolitical tensions may start to become more important for the growth outlook.

---

**Summary of our key forecasts**

**Economics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDP growth (%)</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Markets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest rates 10Y (%)</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>E2023</th>
<th>E2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUR/USD</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBP/USD</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPY/USD</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Equities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S&amp;P 500</th>
<th>E2023</th>
<th>E2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cons.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Returns (%)</th>
<th>12m</th>
<th>YTD</th>
<th>E2023 PE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoS</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Haver Analytics and Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. Note: GS CAI is a measure of current growth. For more information on the methodology of the CAI please see “Improving Our Within-Month CAI Forecasts,” Global Economics Comment, Mar. 06, 2023.
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**Market pricing as of July 4, 2023.**
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**Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research**
Top of Mind

Glossary of GS proprietary indices

Current Activity Indicator (CAI)

GS CAIs measure the growth signal in a broad range of weekly and monthly indicators, offering an alternative to Gross Domestic Product (GDP). GDP is an imperfect guide to current activity: In most countries, it is only available quarterly and is released with a substantial delay, and its initial estimates are often heavily revised. GDP also ignores important measures of real activity, such as employment and the purchasing managers’ indexes (PMIs). All of these problems reduce the effectiveness of GDP for investment and policy decisions. Our CAIs aim to address GDP’s shortcomings and provide a timelier read on the pace of growth.


Dynamic Equilibrium Exchange Rates (DEER)

The GSDEER framework establishes an equilibrium (or “fair”) value of the real exchange rate based on relative productivity and terms-of-trade differentials.


Financial Conditions Index (FCI)

GS FCIs gauge the “looseness” or “tightness” of financial conditions across the world’s major economies, incorporating variables that directly affect spending on domestically produced goods and services. FCIs can provide valuable information about the economic growth outlook and the direct and indirect effects of monetary policy on real economic activity.

FCIs for the G10 economies are calculated as a weighted average of a policy rate, a long-term risk-free bond yield, a corporate credit spread, an equity price variable, and a trade-weighted exchange rate, the Euro area FCI also includes a sovereign credit spread. The weights mirror the effects of the financial variables on real GDP growth in our models over a one-year horizon. FCIs for emerging markets are calculated as a weighted average of a short-term interest rate, a long-term swap rate, a CDS spread, an equity price variable, a trade-weighted exchange rate, and—in economies with large foreign-currency-denominated debt stocks—a debt-weighted exchange rate index.


Goldman Sachs Analyst Index (GSAI)

The US GSAI is based on a monthly survey of GS equity analysts to obtain their assessments of business conditions in the industries they follow. The results provide timely “bottom-up” information about US economic activity to supplement and cross-check our analysis of “top-down” data. Based on analysts’ responses, we create a diffusion index for economic activity comparable to the ISM’s indexes for activity in the manufacturing and nonmanufacturing sectors.

Macro-Data Assessment Platform (MAP)

GS MAP scores facilitate rapid interpretation of new data releases for economic indicators worldwide. MAP summarizes the importance of a specific data release (i.e., its historical correlation with GDP) and the degree of surprise relative to the consensus forecast. The sign on the degree of surprise characterizes underperformance with a negative number and outperformance with a positive number. Each of these two components is ranked on a scale from 0 to 5, with the MAP score being the product of the two, i.e., from -25 to +25. For example, a MAP score of +20 (5;+4) would indicate that the data has a very high correlation to GDP (5) and that it came out well above consensus expectations (+4), for a total MAP value of +20.
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